A simple viscoelastic model for soft tissues in the frequency range 6-20 MHz.
In this paper, we present measurements of the shear properties of porcine skeletal muscle, liver, and kidney and a novel model describing them. Following a previously used method, shear mechanical impedances are measured, and complex shear moduli are obtained in the frequency range 6-20 MHz. As indicated in previous results, negative storage moduli are obtained in some measurements, which yield negative shear moduli in traditional linear viscoelastic models such as the Maxwell model, the Voigt model, and the Kelvin model. To resolve this problem, we propose a simple extension of the Voigt model. A mass is introduced into the model to account for the extra phase shift that apparently produces the negative moduli, and the shear stress thereby is related to the inertia of the material. The observed negative storage moduli are predicted by the new model when the relaxation time of the material is large and the working frequency is high. The model is fitted to experimental data to obtain values for material constants.